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"I believe three things are needed for a good life; friends 
to engage the mind, a song to warm the heart and good 

food for the soul."

NON-ALCOHOLIC

ALCHEMIST £6.50 

Lychees muddled with raspberry purée and a hint of vanilla sugar, topped 
with apple juice.

TRULY BERRY £6.50 
 Fresh strawberries, blackberries and raspberries muddled with mint 

leaves, lengthened with lemonade. 

WATERMELON AND GINGER MASH £6.50 

Fresh watermelon, ginger and mint, shaken and scented with rose water.

MAOTAI £6.50

Fresh lemongrass, bird’s eye chili and coriander leaves, shaken and 
lengthened with coconut water.

MANGO AND GINGER £6.50

Natural yoghurt blended with fresh ginger and mango purée.



MOCKTAILS

KING ALPHONSO £8

Fresh passion Fruit muddled with charred lime with King Alphonso

“The Alphonso is also one of the most premium varieties of mango, is grown mainly in western India.
Its no wonder then that the mango is rightfully called the King of Fruits”.

ALCHEMIST £8

Lychees muddled with raspberry purée and a hint of vanilla sugar, topped 
with apple juice.

TRULY BERRY £8
 Fresh strawberries, blackberries and raspberries muddled with mint 

leaves, lengthened with lemonade. 

WATERMELON AND GINGER MASH £8

Fresh watermelon, ginger and mint, shaken and scented with rose water.

MAOTAI £8

Fresh lemongrass, bird’s eye chili and coriander leaves, shaken and 
lengthened with coconut water.



MOCKTAILS

LASSI

ROSE JAM ICED TEA £8

Rose Jam shaken with freshly brewed tea and lemon juice, scented with rose water.

MANIPOUR LEMONADE £8
Homemade rosemary honey shaken with passion fruit served with charred lemon.

“Northern eastern region known for its exotic medicinal & aromatic plants”.

STRAWBERRY COCONUT LASSI £8
Yoghurt blended with strawberry & coconut puree.

MASALA LASSI £8

MANGO AND GINGER £8

Yoghurt blended with homemade spices.

Yoghurt blended with ginger and mango puree.



INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.

MOCKTAILS PITCHERS (SERVES 3-4)

DETOX WATER

STRAWBERRY PASSION MASH £14

Fresh strawberry muddled with passion fruit & dash of grenadine syrup.

LEMON MINT £14
Rose Jam shaken with freshly brewed tea and lemon juice, scented with rose water.

CUCUMBER COOLER £6
Infused with fresh flavours of cucumber & basil.

CITRUS MINT £6
Infused with fresh flavours of Citrus & Mint



ASHA’S SPECIALITY COCKTAILS

THE MAHARAJA’S MISTRESS £14
The sweet and aromatic combination of rose jam, curry leaves infused arrack and Bacardi rum, 

balanced with champagne. 

ASHA’S NEGRONI £14  
Twist to a classic: Premium gin, sweet vermouth, Campari and homemade spiced syrup to give you 

the Zing.

 

Premium single malt, blended scotch, pistachio syrup, egg white and orange bitters shaken and 
served with masala pistachio.

 

RIKSHAW FIZZ £14 

ASHA’S SPICED TEA £14

Raspberry Vodka and pomegranate liqueur muddled with fresh kumquats, raspberries, redcurrants 
and homemade vanilla sugar, lengthened with champagne.

 

Premium vodka, Premium gin, spiced rum and tequila shaken with lime juice and homemade chai 
syrup with ice. Topped with ginger beer.

SO DUBAI £14

PISTACHIO WHISKY SOUR £14 

Fiver Rivers Indian Spiced Rum, St Germain, Passionfruit chai, Honey, Lemon.



INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.

INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £12

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £12
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £12

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £12

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £12

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.



ASHA’S LONG COCKTAILS

DELHI DEVIL £12 
Premium gin, fresh pomegranate and mint leaves muddled with lemon juice, 

lengthened with ginger beer.

KING OF BOLLYWOOD £12
 Premium scotch, peaty laphroaig, lemon, sweetened with caramel and 

homemade malt syrup.

PINEAPPLE MOJITO £12
 Coconut rum, premium rum stirred into muddled pineapple, mint, lime and 

caster sugar, lengthened with soda.

STRAWBERRY DELIGHT £12
 Premium gin, strawberry liqueur, fresh lemon juice and strawberry purée, 

topped with lemonade.

PASSION FRUIT COLLINS £12
 Premium vodka or Premium gin, passion fruit, lemon juice and sugar syrup

topped with soda.



INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.

ASHA’S SHORT / ROCKS

TENNESSEE TIPPLE £12 
Jack Daniel’s Sour Mash Whiskey and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur 
muddled with fresh blackberries and lime, sweetened with vanilla syrup. 

SLOE CURRANT SOUR £12 
 Sloe gin shaken with blackcurrant liqueur, lemon juice, egg white and 

sweetened with chocolate syrup. 

HOT RITA £12 
Premium tequila, orange liqueur muddled with bird’s eye chilli, basil and

lemon juice.  Warning:  This can be bit spicy. 

PACIFIC BLUE OCEAN £12 
 Bacardi, coconut rum, blue curacao, coconut puree, lime juice shaken

Kohinoor. 

MANGO PASSION FRUIT CAIPIROSHKA £12
Premium vodka, mango purée and passion fruit stirred into muddled lime and 

caster sugar. 

KOHINOOR £14
Premium Citron vodka muddled with pomegranate and lime, sweetened with 

caster sugar.



CHAMPAGNE COCKTAILS

VANILLA CHAMPAGNE £16

  Premium Vanilla Vodka shaken with butterscotch liqueur and balanced with 
homemade vanilla sugar. Lengthened with champagne.

MAHARAJA CLASSIC £16
 Premium cognac, Angostura bitters and a sugar cube, lengthened with 

champagne.

MAHARANI £16

 Premium gin and blackcurrant liqueur shaken with lemon juice, lengthened 
with champagne.



INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.

Our bartenders are trained to know a wide spectrum of classic cocktails. So please feel free to ask for any classic that is not named.*Price may vary*

CLASSICS

WHISKY SOUR £12

  Premium scotch shaken with fresh lemon juice,  Angostura Bitters and sugar

OLD FASHIONED £12
 Woodford Reserve Bourbon,  Angostura Bitters and Brown Sugar.

CLASSIC MARTINI £12

 Your choice of premium gin (as original) or vodka stirred to perfection with a 
hint of dry Vermouth, served straight up with a choice of lemon zest or olive

BLOODY MARY £12

 Made to the original recipe. Premium Citron vodka mixed with tomato juice, a 
hint of lemon juice and spices.

COSMOPOLITAN £12

 Premium Citron vodka, Cointreau, lime and cranberry juice shaken and strained.



SPARKLING WINES

BELSTAR PROSECCO, ITALY- PROSECCO £39
125ml - £9

Fresh and light.  Citrus and pear.

KYLIE MINOGUE PROSECCO ROSÉ, ITALY-PROSECCO £38
125ml - £7.50

Fresh strawberry, Raspberry and blossom.

KYLIE MINOGUE 0% SPARKLING ROSÉ - ITALY £20
125ml - £5

Fresh strawberries and a complex, dry finish.

Unapologetically different, bursing with English elderflower, pear and apricot.
HARLOT BRUT, ENGLAND - SPARKLING 2020 £48

Unapologetically different, bursing with English pear, red apple and strawberry.
HARLOT BRUT ROSÉ, ENGLAND - SPARKLING £50

175ml - £7.50

ROSÉ
LAMBERTI CA'PREELLA PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH £29

Light and easy drinking with red berries and citrus.

175ml - £6.50
GARY BARLOW SAUVIGNON BLUSH £27

Light bodied wine with intense gooseberry aromas.

CHATEAU DE BERNE ESPRIT MEDITERRANEAN ROSE, FRANCE- PROVENCE £39
 Dry and fruity. Cranberry and glacier cherry.

ULTIMATE PROVENCE AOP COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE- PROVENCE £59
Dry and spicy. Summer fruits and white pepper.

A small glass of wine at 125ml is avaliable on request



CHAMPAGNE

MOËT ET CHANDON, BRUT IMPERIAL NV- FRANCE £ 80
125ml - £16 

Aromas of green apple, citrus fruit with a mineral freshness.

Floral nuances of rose a slight of peeper. Juicy red berries and fleshy peach fruit

 
MOËT ET CHANDON, ROSÉ IMPERIAL NV FRANCE £85 

 

VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL BRUT NV- FRANCE £95
Full and rich. Biscuit and baked apple.

VEUVE CLIQUOT ROSE NV- FRANCE £105
 Aromatic and structured. Summer fruit and pastry.

DOM PÉRIGNON VINTAGE- FRANCE £350
Crisp and minerally. Citrus and spice.



WHITE WINES

ACACIA TREE CHENIN BLANC, SOUTH AFRICA-WESTERN CAPE £32
175ml - £7.25

 

Fresh and easy drinking. Citrus and peach

THE PADDOCK CHARDONNAY, AUSTRALIA- SOUTH AUSTRALIA £31
175ml - £7.5

Juicy and fresh. Peach and pineapple

CUATRO RAYAS SAUVIGNON BLANC, SPAIN- RUEDA £39
175ml - £7.9

175ml - £6.5

Light and fruity. Lemon and herbs.

LAMBERTI CA'PREELLA PINOT GRIGIO £32
175ml - £7.5

Dry and elegant with apple, pear and lemon.

VILLA DEI FIORI PECORINO TERRE DI CHIETI IGT £29
Crisp and floral with citrus and orange blossom.

BODEGAS VERDE MACABEO BLANCO D.O.CARINENA £32
Delicate white fruit with well-balanced zestiness. Organic.

GARY BARLOW SAUVIGNON BLANC £27

Crisp and zingy with intense gooseberry and green pepper

A small glass of wine at 125ml is avaliable on request



PALENA SAUVIGNON BLANC £35
Fresh and herbaceous with tropical fruit and citrus.

WHITE WINES

VIVANCO RIOJA BLANCO £35

 

Intense and elegant aromas of green apple, citrus fruits, pineapple

LE VERSANT VIOGNIER IGP D'OC £32
Smooth and fruity with intense apricot, peche de vigne and rose flavours

RIESLINGFREAK NO.55 CLARE VALLEY OFF DRY RIESLING £38
Vibrant and intensely perfumed, with apple blossom, nectarine, freshly-sliced grapefruit

SPY VALLEY SAUVIGNON BLANC £46
Bright and fresh, with classic NZ passionfruit, gooseberry and lime.

CATENA CHARDONNAY £42
Full bodied and creamy with white peach, apricot and jasmine.

ALOIS LAGEDER ALTO ADIGE PINOT BIANCO 2020 £48
Beautifully balanced - crisp minerality meets ripe pear and yellow plum.

SANCERRE BLANC DOMAINE DE LA CHEZATTE 2021 £62
Bright and refreshing, with lime, apple, a subtle mineral note and a mouth-watering finish.

POUILLY-FUISSÉ LES PETITES PIERRES, LOUIS JADOT £88
Buttery and complex with green apple, pineapple and vanilla.

INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.

A small glass of wine at 125ml is avaliable on request



CIRCA SHIRAZ, AUSTRALIA- NEW SOUTH WALES £30
175ml - £7.5

Jammy and rich. Blackberry and mocha

VILLA DEI FIORI MONTEPULCIANO D'ABRUZZO £29
175ml - £7.25 

Ripe, round and pleasingly rustic. Combining spicy black olives with morello cherry notes

FLOR DE LISBOA TINTO £30
175ml - £7.5

Soft and fresh with wild fruits, spice and vanilla

SANTA RITA GRAN HACIENDA MERLOT £32
175ml - £7.9

Fruity and smooth with red cherry, plum, vanilla and tobacco.

GARY BARLOW TEMPRANILLO £27
175ml - £6.5

Perfectly balanced with a core of bright fruit, delicate acidity and finely textured tannins.

BODEGAS VERDE GARNACHA SYRAH TINTO D.O.CARINENA £34
Ripe red fruit, sweet tannin and a long and powerful finish. Organic.

ZENSA PRIMITIVO IGP PUGLIA ORGANIC £36
Full-bodied yet smooth and silky texture, with ripe cherries, dried berries and toasted almonds. Organic.

RED WINES

A small glass of wine at 125ml is avaliable on request



DAMANA 5 TINTO RIBERA DEL DUERO £38
Dark and intense, with aromas and flavours of blackberries, black cherries and creamy notes of vanilla.

VIVANCO RIOJA CRIANZA £44
Elegant and lingering with ripe red fruits, vanilla and sweet spices.

CATENA MALBEC £44
Rich and lush, with concentrated black cherry, sweet spices, tobacco and mocha.

CASTILLO CLAVIJO RIOJA GRAN RESERVA £48
Complex and full bodied, with berry fruit, figs and prunes, with vanilla, smoke and cedar

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO SUPERIORE CLASSICO LA DAMA £52
Savoury and powerful, with red and black fruit, plum and nutmeg.

JOURNEY'S END THE CAPE DOCTOR CABERNET SAUVIGNON £82
Intense and complex, with soft tannins and flavours of blackcurrant, cassis, violets

and cracked black pepper.

VIEUX CHEVALIER CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE ROUGE £84
Complex and elegant, with redcurrant, cherry and blackberry complemented by

lavender, thyme and rosemary

RED WINESINFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.



BLENDED WHISKEY 

CHIVAS REGAL 18 YRS  £8.5

CHIVAS REGAL 12 YRS  £5.5

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL  £5.5 

MONKEY SHOULDER  £5

J&B RARE SCOTCH  £4.75  

SINGLE MALTS

MACALLAN 12 YRS  £8.5

GLENFIDDICH 12 YRS  £5.5

BOWMORE 12 YRS  £5.75

GLENMORANGIE 10 YRS 
(THE ORIGINAL)  £5

TALISKER 10 YRS  £5.5

LAPHROAIG 10 YRS  £5.5

ADBEG 10 YRS  £5.5

AMERICAN  WHISKEY & RYE

JACK DANIEL’S (TENNESSEE, USA)  £4.75 

WOOD FORD RESERVE  £5

MAKERS MARK  £4.75

BULLEIT RYE  £5



GIN

TANQUERAY £5

TANQUERAY 10 £5.5

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE £5

STAR OF BOMBAY £6

MANCHESTER GIN £5.5

HENDRICKS £5.5

MONKEY 47 £5.75

BEEFEATER PINK £5

BEEFEATER LONDON DRY GIN £5

OPHIR SPICED GIN £6

BEEFEATER BLOOD ORANGE £5

DIDSBURY RHUBARB & GINGER GIN £5.5

DIDSBURY RASPBERRY & ELDERFLOWER GIN £5.5

DIDSBURY STRAWBERRY & SICILIAN LEMON GIN £5.5

INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.



RUM

SAILOR JERRY’S £5

THE KRAKEN £6

HAVANA CLUB 3 YEARS £5

 HAVANA CLUB 7 YEARS £6

FIVE RIVERS INDIAN SPICED RUM £5.5

BACARDI £5

BACARDI 8 YR £6

MALIBU £5

DIPLOMATICO RISERVA EXCLUSIVA £5.75 

EL DORADO RUM £6.5

APPLETON RUM £5.75 

DECORRUM SPICED RUM £6

(Enjoy this uniquely Spiced Rum with Indian tonic water, a star anice and a slice of lime.)



VODKA

BELVEDERE £6.5

GREY GOOSE £6

CRYSTAL HEAD £6

KETEL ONE £5.5

ABSOLUT BLUE £5

ABSOLUT CITRON £5

ABSOLUT RASPBERRY £5

ABSOLUT VANILLA £5

TEQUILA 

HERRADURA SILVER £5.75

HERRADURA REPOSADO £6.5

PATRON SILVER £6.5

CAZCABEL CAFÉ £6

COGNAC

REMY MARTIN VSOP £8

MARTELL VS £7

COURVOISIER VS £6.6

INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.



COBRA PINT £7

ASHA’S PILSNER £6.5

COBRA HALF PINT £4

BOTTLED BEERS 

CIDER

DRAUGHT BEERS

COBRA £6

FLYING BUFFALO (330ML) £6

FLYING BUFFALO (650ML) £8

CORONA £6

PERONI NASTRO AZZURO £6

ESTRELLA GALICIA (GF) £6

Strawberry and lime,  Wild berries, Passionfruit.

 

COBRA ZERO–NON ALCOHOLIC £5.5

ASHA’S PILSNER HALF PINT £3.5

REKORDERLING  £7.5



INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.

SOFT BEVERAGES 

JUICES £4
ORANGE • PINEAPPLE • APPLE • CRANBERRY • MANGO

SOFT DRINKS £3.5
 PEPSI • DIET PEPSI • LEMONADE

MIXERS £3.5

FEVER TREE INDIAN TONIC • FEVER TREE NATURALLY LIGHT TONIC
FEVER TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC • GINGER ALE 

WATER STILL • SPARKLING

750ML £4.5



AMERICANO  £3.5

CAPPUCCINO  £5.5

ESPRESSO - SINGLE/DOUBLE  £2.5 / £3.5

FLAT WHITE  £3.5

HOT CHOCOLATE  £3.5

LATTE  £3.5

LOOSE LEAF TEA BY BREW TEA CO.  £3.5

BREAKFAST • EARL GREY • MORROCAN MINT • CHAI • 
DE-CAFFINATED • APPLE AND BLACKBERRY

TEA & COFFEE



AMERICANO  £3.50

CAPPUCCINO  £5.50

ESPRESSO - SINGLE/DOUBLE  £2.50/3.50

FLAT WHITE  £3.50

HOT CHOCOLATE  £3.50

LATTE  £3.50

TEA  £2.75

BREAKFAST • EARL GREY • GREEN • PEPPERMINT • FRUIT

TEA & COFFEE

INFUSED MARTINIS

MANCHESTER TART £11.00

  Signature cocktail unique to our Manchester restaurant-Vanilla vodka, 
Chambord, coconut and pineapple are shaken and topped with prosecco

passion foam.

WATERMELON £10.50
 Premium vodka shaken with fresh watermelon and sweetened with sugar.

SPICY BERRY MARTINI £10.50

 Premium Raspberry Vodka and Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur shaken 
with fresh raspberries and lychee, balanced with a touch of lemon and chili.

PEAR AND GINGER £10.50

 Premium scotch whiskey muddled with fresh pear, ginger and honey, shaken 
with apple juice.

ASHA’S ESPRESSO £10.50

 Vanilla vodka, chocolate liqueur and fresh brewed espresso shaken with 
Asha’s spice syrup.



www.ashasrestaurants.com

@AshasManchester

We add an optional 10% service charge to all menu items, Prices is inclusive of VAT at current rate.
For dietary and allergen requirement please ask your server for details.
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